


KNOW YOUR MOUNTAINS 
Spider rock is located in Canyon De Chelly in eastern Arizona. It is a sandstone pinnacle which rises 

800 feet from the canyon's floor. The first ascent was made in 1956 by a group of climbers from California; 
it took three days to reach the summit. Since then, all succeeding attempts have failed. 

Photo by Cecil M. Ouellette of Yakima, Washington. 
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the 

unclimbed face 

of 

wheeler peak 

by cecil m. ouellette 

Snow avalanches spilled from the 
heights and dropped endlessly 
through space in a fine white spray 
to collide with ledges, and then con-
tinue its way downward to the vast 
cirque below. Rocks poured and 
ricochetted down the couloirs in 
thundering echoes. And a silvery 
plume whipped outward from the 
summit of the peak. 

Dick Woodford and I were standing 
in a small col near the East Face of 
Wheeler Peak in Nevada. Across a 
deep void, through the wind and 
snow, we gazed upon 1,780 feet of 
verticality. 

"It looks like the Eiger up there," 
I said. Woodford nodded approval. I 
took a few hurried pictures, then we 
made a swift retreat back to our 
camp. 

That morning we had climbed with 
the wind. Along the north ridge, six- 
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ty mile-an-hour blasts had threat-
ened to pick us up and flick us to 
the many couloirs below. For two 
days we survived a storm in our tent 
pitched in an island of fir trees near 
timberline.. .waiting for a chance to 
climb the East Face. The agitated 
sky shook loose a foot and a half of 
new snow. It was the last of April, 
yet, winter showed no vestiges of 
changing. 

Wheeler Peak is the second high-
est mountain in Nevada, having an 
elevation of 13,063 feet. Located in 
the east-central part of the state, we 
had traveled along highway 6-50 to 
Baker, Nevada, where we obtained 
maps and information from the ranger 
station. Then we headed west over 
a paved road toward Lehman Caves 
National Monument. A dirt road 
swings up Lehman Creek to a seven-
mile foot trail that leads to Stella  

Lake and the Wheeler area. 
We had followed the trail up Leh-

man Creek toward a campsite near 
Stella Lake. Though burdened by 
55-pound packs, Wheeler Peak's 
east precipice kept our attention. 
Glaciers and the elements have com-
bined to sculpture a vertical wall of 
quartz containing a drop of almost 
2,000 feet. Myriads of pinnacles 
adorn the north side of the huge 
cirque. Last summer an active gla-
cier, comparable to the one on Longs 
Peak, was found in the cirque. (See 
article by Heald in February issue 
of Summit, "Nevada's Surprise Moun-
tain".) 

The fourth day was calm and clear. 
To the north, the last cumulus for-
mations floated over Mt. Baldy and 
left the sky a pure blue. We climbed 
that morning through a white world; 
between sky and snow, we slowly 



Wheeler Peak as seen from a distance. Photo by Cecil M. Ouellette 

made our way up the north ridge to 
make a closer reconnaissance of the 
East Face. Where the wind had 
threatened to toss us off the day be-
fore, there was now tranquillity and 
stillness. This was the start of a 
marvelous and enjoyable day in the 
high country. 

We depgrted from the ridge and 
traversed across a huge snowfield, 
heading for a couloir on the far right 
of the face. The steepness of the 
snow slope and the far depths made 
the route interesting, but to look up-
ward was even more frightening. For 
above us were huge cliffs..., rotten 
cliffs, whose rocks seemed poised 
for descent. Only the snow and ice 
kept them glued into their unstable 
conditions. 

Other parties will find this area a 
land of decay. The East Face of 
Wheeler is continually peeling away  

....shedding and changing its outer 
surface in rapid disintegration. One 
has only to look at the cirque for 
proof. Here can be seen layers upon 
layers of talus-remnants of a much 
larger East Face. 

On a high projection near the cou-
loir, we surveyed the face. Its 
shearness stunned me! For here was 
5th class climbing over tremendous 
exposure. The conditions of our 
proposed route were snow and ice 
on loose rock. We negated the plan 
and began to traverse back to the 
ridge beneath the hanging rocks. 

We ascended along the snow-
covered north ridge toward the sum-
mit of Wheeler. The route was long 
and tedious, as we climbed over 
patches of talus and kick-stepped 
our way closer to the sparkling 
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PHC.)TO BY CECIL M. OUELLETTE The unclimbed East Face of Wheeler Peak in Nevada. 
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FREE '57 CATALOG , 
More than 32 pages of the finest 

specialized camping and back-packing 
equipment available. Write today! 

PLA_CKPA.OKMIR,'S IDIMF11 : 
lobster, steak & strawberries! 

Wheeler Peak from page three 

white dome etched against the deep, 
cerulean sky. 

Finally, 8,000 feet above the des-
ert, we surmounted the last rise and 
stood on the snowy summit of the 
second highest peak in Nevada. 
Shooting away from us on all sides 
was the Great Basin Desert, its 

playas and sage stretched to the 
skyline, only to culminate at the 
foothills of a cordon of mountains. 
And the horizon glistened with a 
collar of white peaks. 

We relaxed in the spectacular 
for some time, then commenced a 
series of long glissades which car-

ried us back to camp in less than 
two hours. 

The conditions of the East Face 
had greatly disappointed us, but in 
its place we had found pleasure in 
the snow, sky and sun. We could 
have made an attempt on the face, 
however, the risk would have been 
in favor of the mountain. When Wood-
ford and I had looked upon it and 
discussed our chances, I could only 
remember that "good judgement, not 
strength, makes the mountaineer". 
And good judgement must prevail 
with further attempts on this risky 
wall of rock. 

For those who delight in un-
climbed faces, Wheeler Peak's East 
Face has held climbers at bay, and 
is still unclimbed. Any party that 
can push a route up this great preci-
pice will find it an interesting ad-
venture.... if they can survive the 
cannonade of rock fall. 

RECREATIONAL 
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A cooperative specializing for 18 years 
in mountaineering and skiing equip-
ment. Run by those who use the equip-
ment. Mail orders filled promptly. 
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"What would you like for dinner 
tonight, Joe? Sirloin steak and mush-
rooms?" 

Huddled in a tent on a mountain-
side and several days distance from 
the nearest grocery store, George re-
plied, "No, that's what we had last 
night. How about lobster tails or 
shrimp with green peas and topped 
off with a dessert of strawberries?" 

Does this sound like far-fetched 
conversation to you? The process of 

"freeze-drying" foods will make this 
diet for the backpacker or mountain-
eer available very soon. 

Freeze-dried ground beef was to 
have been made available to back-
packers by DriLite Foods in July, 
but at last report, there has been a 
delay in processing by the supplying 
company. This product will be a 
boon to backpackers because it not 
only tas- tes like fresh ground beef 
cooked, but it retains all the quali-
ties of fresh meat. 

Dr. David A. Copson of Raytheon 
Manufacturing Company has success-
fully freeze-dried mushrooms, car-
rots, beef rib and sirloin steak, veal 
cutlets, pork chops, lobster, shrimp, 
strawberries and several kinds of 
fish. A freeze-dried shrimp is no 
shriveled, leathery remnant. It is 
nearly as big as a fresh peeled 
shrimp and made of a strange, brittle 
material with the consistency of pop-
corn or puffed cereal. When one of 
these brittle ghosts is dropped into 
tepid water, it softens quickly and 
swells a little. After half an hour of 
soaking and two minutes in boiling 
water, the shrimp is firm, sweet and 
tastes like a shrimp that has been 
carefully preserved by freezing. 

"Freeze-drying" foods is done 
by putting frozen foods in a vacuum 
chamber and shooting through them a 
powerful blast of ultrahigh-frequency 
radio energy. The waves agitate the 
molecules in the interior of the food 
and generate just enough heat to 
make the ice crystals turn directly 
into water vapor. If the job is 
handled properly, the food loses up  

to nine-tenths of its weight and 
turns into a brittle sort of substance 
while staying far below the freezing 
point. Chemical changes, which 
would damage flavor, cannot take 
place. Even unstable vitamins are 
preserved. 
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-1E.-  Mixed-up Nuts- 

The Wonderful History 

As in every scientific paper that treats a complex subject, this one 
will first attempt to define its subject. And that, to be as brief as 
possible, is gorp. 

The word "gorp" is derived from numerous Latin, Greek and Anglo-
Saxon sources. Its headsprings are lost in antiquity, but its most re-
cent evolution was in the adaptation of the word "gook", a fairly 
common American slang term meaning mud, slush, or any other non-
septic substance of like consistency, to the present form, apparently 
for purposes of facilitating pronunciation and, because of the unusual 
sound of the word, spreading its use more rapidly through the ranks 
of those who would use it most, the mountaineers of the world, who 
dearly love to use unusual words, anyway, if only because it sets 
them apart from the people who consider them insane. 

But i digress; i should point out the other words in the mountain-
eering vocabulary which are closely related to "gorp", and from 
which this word has evolved. 

First of all, there is "glop". This is a dish composed of canned 
creamed corn, scrambled and fried together with eggs on a well-
greased, low-temperature skillet. Then, there is the suffix, "-osh", 
used with many consonantal prefixes, as in "glosh", "plosh", "goo-
losh" (a corruption of "goulash" which is a corruption to begin 
with), "Gauslosh" (a local dish, invented by one Joyce Gaus, of 
Cortland State Teachers' College at Cortland, New York), "trosh", 
"posh" and "gosh!", this last being the exclamation usually attend-
ant upon the ingestion of any of the aforementioned dishes. Finally, 
there is a popular combination known as "Gluck". The scholar will 
recognize this as the German for "luck". The obvious connotation is 
quite accurate; luck is a major factor in its composition, preparation, 
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consumption and digestion. It is a haphazard mixture of all the food 
that is left over at the end of any group's stay in the wilderness. 
Those who have done much camping will appreciate the traumatic 
possibilities which follow a meal of "Gluck". 

But, to return to the definition of "gorp". It is a dry mixture of nut 
meats, chocolates, dried fruits, cheeses and assorted sweets. It is 
used as a substitute for more substantial mid-day nourishment by 
modern outdoorsmen, who can neither carry inconvenient weights with 
them, nor take the time to stop and consume a lunch in the field, if 
they are to accomplish an ambitious objective. 

This may seem like a very small matter to spend so much time and 
ink upon, but i assure you that it is not. Owing to the increasing use 
of gorp and the appearance of many unscientific and pathetically 
adulterated imitations of it, i feel that this discussion is vital to the 
preservation of the standards of a marvelous invention that has been 
basely mishandled by countless self-indulging amateurs. Just as in 
France, there has been established a national academy responsible 
for the maintenance of the standards of the French language, there 
should be an overall set of standards for the composition of gorp, to 
which compositors (henceforth referred to as "gorpositors") might 
turn when faced with the complicated task of preparing this food. 

Gorp, unlike its name, is not a product of evolution. It was appar-
ently created in one fell swoop from the imagination of some intrepid 
outing clubbers at an obscure small college in New York State. 

In spite of this inauspicious beginning, gorp was recognized im-
mediately by the agonized world (which was, at that time, still eating 
frozen peanut butter sandwiches with crystallized jelly) as a signifi-
cant step forward in the field of arctic nutrition. For many reasons, 



of  
by willem rn. lange, III 

which i shall mention, it was clasped instantly to the bosoms of all 
forward-looking outdoorsmen, mountaineers and white water enthus-
iasts. 

In the first place, its cost is not excessive. Its weight and bulk 
are not so different from that of sandwiches as to excite comment. It 
can be prepared and individually packaged before the trip begins, 
eliminating the bothersome necessity of putting lunch together before 
starting off in the morning. Its nutritional value is great. And, finally, 
it can be eaten without halting on the trail and sitting down for a 
"lunch hour". 

It made its first appearance at the 1954 Winter Mountaineering 
School, sponsored by the Adirondack Mountain Club at Heart Lake, 
near Lake Placid. It is a great injustice to the outing clubbers who 
introduced it to forget the name of the school, but i suspect that i 
shall be reminded as soon as this has been set in print. Its advan-
tages were obvious, and it won the hearts and stomachs of all pres-
ent. Each group went home with its own ideas about the ideal recipe 
for gorp. 

i was, at that time, fortunate enough to be associated with the 
Syracuse University Outing Club, which boasted several disting-
uished members in its mountaineering fraternity. Notable among these 
men were Alexander "Archdeacon Struck" Wilson and Richard Pitt-
man. The "Archdeacon" was, as a result of long study and experi-
ence, well versed in nutrition and associated subjects, while "Pit" 
was a diarist of some renown. The Deacon would concoct what he 
thought to be an ideal recipe for gorp, and we would all test it under 
actual mountaineering conditions, while Pit took voluminous notes on 
its characteristics and its success as a trail food. He would also 

make careful note of the brands of food that were considered the 
best. 

From their work has come what is, in my opinion, the ideal recipe 
for gorp. i shall give it to you presently, with proper annotations, 
when i have explained one or two final points. 

First, it may occur to you that the mixture is excessively sweet. 
This is a result of the Deacon's theorization. He plans the food for 
the day in this way, with these thoughts in mind: for breakfast, it is 
important that the active person ingest a high amount of protein. This 
protein is digested comparatively slowly, and serves to maintain a 
high blood sugar level for a long time. If a climber were to concen-
trate on sugar for breakfast, with an eye to the energy that it would 
give him during the day, he would be making a grave mistake. The 
lack of protein in his diet would allow the sugar to be burned up in a 
very short time, and he would have to replenish it often to keep him-
self going at maximum efficiency. Therefore, a minimum cold-weather 
breakfast menu consists of a pot of Cream of Wheat cooked with pow-
dered milk, and flavored with cocoa. This is not a particularly tasty 
combination, but it requires only one pot for preparation, a major con-
sideration at sub-zero temperatures. Citrus preparations are not usu-
ally taken on trips of less than a week's duration. Scurvy rarely 
develops that swiftly. 

For lunch, the gorp is eaten, slowly, as the fancy dictates, intro-
ducing its sugar energy to the body carefully, as the morning's pro-
tein is by then consumed, and there is no longer any check on the 
level of the blood sugar. 

Finally, when camp is made for the night, the climber indulges in 
solid foods and starches, which, it must be admitted, are a relief 
after the cloying sweetness of the gorp all day. Supper is a "meat 'n' 
potatoes" meat, usually made up of instant potatoes, some kind of 
meat (which never spoils, in the winter, unless it becomes "freezer-
burned"), and a vegetable. This menu does not measure up to the 
standards set even in the average college dining hall, but it keeps 
the party alive, lean and full of energy. 

, Now, as to the recipe for gorp: 
NUTS - nuts form the foundation of all good gorp. There are three 

different nuts that are commonly used: cashews, peanuts and Spanish 
peanuts. The most preferred is the cashew. It has, according to the 
Archdeacon, the highest food value of the three. Also, it is a good 
deal more palatable under adverse conditions. Finally, it is salted 
more lightly than the others, and raises less of a thirst. Its price is 
substantially higher than those of the other two, but it has been dis-
covered that by buying in shops which specialize in the sale of nuts, 
it is possible to obtain "broken" cashews, which are every bit as 
good as the whole nuts and cost less than the peanuts, which are not 
available in "reject" condition. Peanuts are good, but they are salt-
ed more heavily than cashews and seem to lose their flavor in cold 

We don't know why, but this continues on page 24 
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When the coldest part of winter is 
past and the snow has attained its 
greatest depth, the Mt. Stuart area 
northwest of Ellensburg, Washington, 
is like a gigantic magnet, drawing 
mountaineers irresistibly closer. 

Ralph Uber of Yakima and I decid-
ed to spend a full week in the area, 
while Doc Lasher of Seattle, and 
Barry Carlson and Bill Prater of 
Ellensburg could spare only the first 
three days from jobs and school. 

Since the Ingalls Creek canyon is 
a virtual highway into this area for 
snowshoes, we decided to use it as  

the route. Dragontail Peak, nine 
miles from the Blewett highway and 
three miles east of Mt. Stuart, was 
the first objective of the trip. Ralph 
and I would then work our way to-
ward Mt. Stuart, climbing as many 

summits as conditions would safely 
allow us. 

As we accumulated a week's food, 
plus winter climbing equipment, the 
total weight crept closer and closer 
to one hundred pounds. The weather 
gave us hard-frozen snow for the 
nine-mile trip into base camp, but 

even so, the last two miles proved 

Mt. Stuart and 

Sherpa 

Peak from Dragontail 

ridge. Barry 

Carlson in foreground. 

Photo by Gene Prater. 
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exhausting. 
However, once we got a fire going 

and had downed a cup of cocoa, we 
knew we were going to live. After a 
supper of dehydrated potatoes load-
ed with butter, we had energy enough 
to fix bough beds. 

Next day dawned clear and cold, 
ideal conditions for a summit trip. 
Since our joints creaked and leg 
muscles protested, we ate a huge, 
leisurely breakfast and started up 
the mountain at seven a.m. I never 

cease to wonder at the recuperative 
powers of the human body. One can 
be ready to drop at the end of a long 

hike, yet after a good meal and a 
few hours sleep, be capable of 

another equally rugged day, with no 
greater fatigue. 

Our route lay up a glacial valley 
tributary to Ingalls Creek and head-
ing under Dragontail Peak. In only 

one place did it get too steep to 
snowshoe, and that was a short 
pitch with rocks sticking through the 
snow. Snowshoe traction really 
worked good on the hard-frozen snow. 

As we climbed high enough to see 

out at the magnificent mountains 
about us, some ominous clouds 
gathered quickly about the peaks 
above us, thickened and enveloped 
our party. Since we all carried cam-
eras, and one man had two cameras, 
this dampened our spirits somewhat. 
As we rested, and ate another of our 
countless lunches, we were treated 
to a weird and beautiful scene. 

Holes would open momentarily in 

the fog, flooding a peak or ridge with 
sunshine. It was like a lightning 
storm at night; the flash of light 

would illuminate an area and then 
darkness would close in. Through 

the fog holes we caught glimpses of 

high, ragged peaks apparently float-
ing on a boiling sea of clouds. 

Late in the afternoon, the clouds 

dropped below us and we could see 
peaks from Mt. Baker to Mt. Adams. 
A surprise was seeing the "Specter 
of the Brocken". It is one's shadow 
on a fog bank, but for some reason 
has concentric rainbows about it. It 
will wave back at you, of course, if  

you wave at it. We were able to get 
color slides and some movie film of 
it. When two of us were standing 
side by side, however, we could see 
our own, but not our companion's 
specter. Not being a scientist, I 
can't explain that one or the rain-
bows either. 

Long, steep snow slopes on the 
way down provided excellent glis-
sades, permitting us to descend in 
minutes the route that took hours to 

ascend. 

Doc, Barry and Bill left on the 

third day, and Ralph and I decided 
to rest up for the next climb. This 
was difficult to do because there 
was no comfortable place to sit 
down. If we sat close enough to the 
fire to keep warm, the smoke drifted 
into our eyes and nose. Cutting wood 
for the fire proved a better way to 
keep warm and time passed faster, 
too. 

With thickening clouds above, we 
set up two 9 X 12-foot plastic tarps, 
one over the cooking and eating 

To page twenty, please 

Ralph Uber 

drying shoes before the 

campfire. (Sparks caused the wavy 

lines above the flame.) 

Photo by Gene Prater. 
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Training ground for Dolomite climbers is the Cinque Torn i Group. Le ft to right, Torre Grande, Torre Barancio and Torre Quanta. 

Photo by Georgia Engelhard. 
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Climbing Days in the Italian Dolomites 
by georgia engelhard 

Twilight! Edelweiss were grey and ghostly among the boulders of 
barren Pordoi Pass. Below, the deep cut valley was already in shad-
ow, the narrow motor road a twisting, silvery thread in the darkness. 
High above, glowing red and purple and golden, the ramparts, crenel-
lated walls and fantastic towers of the Sella Group soared into a fad-
ing sky. What a world of enchantment the Dolomites offered. 

Tired of a season of bad weather in the high Alps, my husband and 
I took a motor trip to north Italian Hill towns. After a fortnight of art 
and architecture, we decided to visit San Martino di Castrozzo with 
the challenging Pale Range. The scenery, the walks, were magnifi-
cent, but when our legs began to itch for climbing, not a guide was to 
be found. Furthermore, hot water in the hotel never functioned; there 
were tarantulas or their cousins in the bathtub, and food was scanty 
for mountain appetites. "Let's go to Cortina D'Ampezzo for a day or 
so; surely there we can get a bit of exercise on Cinque Torn," sug-
gested Tony. 

Driving over Falzarego Pass in the shadow of the savage red 
precipices of Tofana di Roces, all the memories of youth came flood-
ing back, all the old enchantment of the Dolomites swept over me 
once more. 

In Cortina, by good fortune, Celso Degasper, Capa Guida (Chief 
Guide), most elegant and accomplished rock climber, and a charming 
companion, was obtained. With him I have climbed upwards of fifty 
peaks in the Cortina area. 

Probably many of you are familiar with classic ascents of this 
district: Punta Fiammes, the North Wall of Kleine Zinne, the sneer 
exposed Preuss Riss on Kleinste Zinne, the grand south face of 
Tofana di Roces, the strenuous Pompanin Chimney of Croda da Lago 
and the short, sensational Guglia de Amicis - just to mention a few. 
But I would like to tell you about some lesser known climbs which I 
feel are just as interesting as these better known ones. 

Just south of Falzarego Pass stands Averau, a fortress of gold and 
grey limestone. Like many of the Dolomites, it has easy routes, it 
has medium ones and difficult ones. Occasionally, Celso will permit 
me a Three Superior or a Four Inferior, but he usually snorts scorn-
fully at such ascents. Early in July, after a day of training in the 
Cinque Torn, he announced we were going to tackle the Via Alvera 
on the southwest wall of Averau. There was a fine exposed traverse 
of Five on it - he was sure I would like that. I did not dare tell him  

that I felt untrained for such feats, and as usual, submissively ac-
cepted his plan. 

On a rather overcast afternoon, we left Falzarego and walked 
through meadows glowing with forget-me-nots, alpen roses and 
gentian to Forcella Gallina, a barren pass with huge, tip tilted rock 
masses - it was like a witchs' den. The valley below, the distant 
glaciers of Marmolada were shrouded in mist. Sheer above rose the 
walls of Averau, wet and glistening. Traversing around to the south-
west angle of the peak, we left the path and ascended shaley ledges 
for a few minutes. There we put on the rope. 

The first pitch was a grey chimney with polished walls. In dry con-
ditions, this chimney would not be too difficult, but with water cours-
ing down the rocks and saturating the lichen of the chock stones at 
its head, it took Celso a good ten minutes of trial and error to stem 
himself up. Then came my turn. I got half way up, I slid. I went up 
again, and instead of stemming, tried the chock stones. My hands 
came off the wet moss -- bang, I was down at the bottom of the cleft. 

"Come on," yelled Celso, a bit impatiently. 
Vainly I stemmed, my feet slithering on slippery walls, hands grop-

ing for tiny holds on the smooth, grey surface. Gasping, I called: 
"Let me down, I can't make it. try it some other day." 
The rope remained taut. 
"PLEASE slack the rope. I CAN'T climb this." 
"Yes, you CAN climb it," from above came the implacable voice. 

"You are NOT going down." The rope jerked me sharply in the waist, 
and giving a lunge, I managed to squirm up onto the platform beside 
him. 

"So," said my strict task master, his ice-grey eyes smiling, "don't 

you ever say CAN'T to me again." 
The next four or five hundred feet provided varied and exposed 

climbing on small ledges and in tiny cracks and chimneys. Compared 
to the initial pitch it was not difficult, but it required that we move 
one at a time. Soon we reached the Traverse. It was about one hun-
dred feet long, running across an overhanging bulge. It was indeed 
airy. There was a piton at the beginning and one at the end. Celso 
snapped in a karabiner, took a thin rope out of his bag, and tied it 
around my waist. This rope he also snapped into the karabiner. Then 
he walked across the traverse as if he were strolling down Fifth 
Avenue. Reaching the end, he secured the spare rope in the piton 
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Celso rapelling in the Cinque Torn i Group. In the background, its summit lost in fog, is Tofana di Roces. 
Photo by Georgia Engelhard. 
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Thunderstorm over Averau. The Via Alvera lies approximately up the left hand skyline. Shale slopes lead into 
Forcella Nuvolao. Photo by Georgia Engelhard. 

there. Thus I was perfectly belayed, for an unsecured fall would have 
meant a dangerous pendulum swing into the void. The traverse was 
not nearly as terrifying as I had expected, even though there was 
little to hold on to; when there were handholds, there were no foot-
holds, and vice versa. 

Mists whirled around us. There was no time to lose. Just above the 
Traverse was a strenuous overhang, then easy ledges led to the 
enormous, flat summit. Hail began to fall, but since the descent was 
easy, we halted hungrily for a bite of chocolate. However, a sudden 
crash of thunder sent us scurrying down shale ledges, down an easy 
snow-filled couloir to ForceIla Nuvolao. Here, in the shelter of a 
small cave, we finished our chocolate bar. Suddenly the storm ceased, 
and in late afternoon sun we strolled back above lush green alplands, 
back to Falzarego Pass over the trail of wet, red earth, through the 
flower fields, while in the distance the sprawling glaciers of Marmo-
lada gleamed over blue bands of mist. 

High above gloomy, boulder strewn Val Formin tower the jagged 
pinnacles of Croda da Lago Range -- "like tongues of flame" as 
Celso aptly described them. Best known of these is Croda itself, with 
the interesting Eitvos-Sinigaglia Route and the arduous Pompanin 
Chimney. But two pinnacles to the south is Campanile Federa, sel-
dom climbed and equally challenging. This was our next ascent. 

From the Passo Giau Road we followed the trail for Rifugio 

Palmieri for a little through fragrant forest, then branched off to the 
right, and for more than two hours trudged the rough, poorly marked 
path of Val Formin. The morning was hot, sultry; the black spires 
rising above were menacing, oppressive. A hard baked, disagreeable 
shale slope led to the initial pitch. Celso pointed upward. "There is 
our route. It is called the Via Merlet-Terschak-di Gregario." I craned 
my neck, studying the small, slanting crack traversing the smooth 
1,500-foot wall of Federa from right to left. 

The start was not easy. Celso had done this climb once before, 
many years ago and in the passage of time, certain ledges had fallen 
away, making the attack more difficult. After some searching, he 
started up a chimney. A bulge in the wall concealed him from me, but 
I could hear the piton hammer chipping on hard ice; I could hear him 
muttering as he "talked himself" up. For ten minutes I stood shiver-
ing in dank shadow, paying out the rope slowly, very slowly. Then I 
heard him laugh, and I knew he had reached a belay stance. 

"Momento," he called. "I must make security." I heard him ham-
mer in a piton. 

Then the rope tightened, and I started. The chimney was broad, and 
I could just stem to the slippery niches he had cut in the icy side 
walls. Next came one of those typical Dolomite Traverses, where 
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holds consist of mere wrinkles in the rock. And now we had reached 
the bottom of the great slanting crack which is the key to the climb. 
The interesting and exposed ascent on good rock lasted for an hour. 
Emerging from the top of the crack, we could see that we were not 
far below the summit. But an overhang with adverse stratification 
barred our upward progress. 

"You wait here," said Celso, and disappeared around the corner to 
the left. Up and up, inched the forty metre rope. Wind howled and 
whined through the crags. 

"Rope nearly out." I shrieked. 
No answer, I paid out the last metre, and then I heard a cheerful 

shout - "I'm on top. Come along." 
I moved on, coming to a small stem pitch at the beginning of a cat 

walk high above the void between Federa and neighboring Campanile 
Innerkoffler. Suddenly the rope jammed. I could not move. I pulled on 
it, trying to lose it; I tried twitching it, but to no avail. 

"Swing the rope to the right. It's caught." I called at the top of my 
lungs. The only answer was the whistling of the wind. 

For ten minutes I called; for ten minutes the wind drowned me out; 
for ten desperate minutes, spread-eagled above nothingness, I tried 
to free that rope. It was a horrible quandry. Then suddenly the wind 
ceased. I called again. There was scuffling of feet above; he was 
climbing down. At long last the rope came free, and I was released 
from my airy prison. With a sigh of relief I walked across the narrow, 
exposed ledge leading to easy summit rocks. As usual in the season 
of 1956, we were not able to remain on top long, for storm was head-
ed our way. So hastily we descended the easy east face to the safety 
of the broad terrace which runs almost the entire length of the Croda 
Range on that side. 

Celso inspires singular confidence. He is one of the surest rock 
climbers I have ever known. His memory for the complicated Dolomite 
routes is truly remarkable. Up to this time, we had always made 
ascents which he had done previously. I was curious to see him on a 
peak absolutely new to him. He too, likes to try the unknown, so for 
this we chose Via Haupt up the east face of Campanile Innerkoffler, 
the tower between Croda and Federa. 

Our first attempt was abortive. We followed the regular route to the 
Attaco of Croda by the Eitvos Route. It is always surprising to me 
how easily the gullies and terraces lead through this seemingly sheer 
face. The initial pitch of Innerkoffler is identical with that of Croda. 
By the time we reached here, ominous, black mists were pouring in 
past Becco di Mezzodi to the south, clouds were low on Tofana and 
Cristallo, and the many sharp needles above were rapidly disappear-
ing in lowering fog. Since Via Haupt is all pitches of Four and up-
ward, we decided to wait. An hour passed as we danced up and down 
on the shaly terrace to keep warm. Suddenly hail tingled on the rocks. 

"What shall we do?" said Celso. 
"Let's go back to Cortina -- there is no sense in this. The rocks 
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are wet and icy, and we can't see more than five feet ahead." 
"Yes, I suppose so." Celso looked gloomy. "But can't we wait 

just a bit longer?" Poor Celso, who loves his climbing so much, was 
like a small boy being deprived of his toy. 

"Alright." 
Another half hour passed; the hail turned into vigorous rain. 
We smoked endless cigarettes, Celso nervously jangling pitons and 

karabiners on his rope slings, pacing back and forth like a caged and 
angry lion. 

"Come on, let's go just a little way up - just to see what it is 
like," he pleaded. 

"No. If you want to go, go by yourself." 

'Halfway, we were caught in a 

He gave me a look of disgust and climbed the first rocks. I made 
no effort to follow. Soon he was back again. 

"The rocks ARE awfully slippery. But we might wait a bit more." 
"YOU wait. I am going back to Cortina - ALONE - if you refuse to 

go down." 
His eyes were wide with surprise. Never before had I opposed him. 

Slowly he started the descent, his feet dragging, every motion of his 
lithe body registering disappointment. Descents with Celso were 
usually foot races, but this was a funeral march. Every few minutes 
he halted and looked back longingly in the direction of Innerkoffler 
which had completely disappeared in cloud. He, usually so gay and 
chatty, was silent. Only when we reached Passo Giau Road did he 
somewhat reluctantly admit that our retreat was a wise one. 

The next day we returned to try Innerkoffler once more. It ranks 
with the best of the Cortina climbs which are made without artificial 
aids of Sixth Degree, such as etriers and double rope technique. At 
certain points it is more delicate and difficult than the Preuss Riss 
of Kleinste Zinne. 

After the first easy rocks, the Eitvos Route of Croda was aban-
doned, and difficulties began with a traverse to the left, then an 
overhang, then an extremely exposed descent into a tiny, outsloping 
slab leading to a vertical, almost holdless wall. Once above the wall, 
the Via Haupt follows a traverse to the right. Celso tried this, decid-
ed he didn't like it, and climbed straight up the sheer black face on 
tiny, firm holds, often up short overhangs. This was a new variant. 

His was one of the most magnificent performances on rock that I 
have ever seen. I shall never forget him standing at the bottom of the 
pitch, studying the route, his tall, strong body silhouetted against 
the cloud-flecked sky, his handsome head, with the greying hair, 
flung backward, a slight smile on his face - the living symbol of the 
Will to Win. I shall never forget how he climbed unerringly with great 
ease and elegant nonchalence, yet with utmost caution. No false 



steps for him. I had no belay for him; he never attempted to hammer 
in a piton to secure himself. 

"This is lovely," he shouted down to me. "Just difficult enough to 
be interesting." 

His joy, his exhilaration were so contagious, that although I found 
the pitches extremely delicate, extremely strenuous and very ex-
posed, I, too, felt I owned the world as we finally emerged on a broad 
terrace not far below the summit. Laughing, we raced together up the 
final chimney. We were no longer a middle-aged guide and his 
middle-aged client, but a boy and a girl out on a gorgeous lark. 

Ale sat on the tiny summit for half an hour. How peaceful it was - 
how entrancing the view of the green bowl of Cortina so far below, of 

driving snowstorm' 

mist wreathed peaks in the distance. How good it was to relax hard-
used muscles, how pleasant to have shared this grand climb together! 

Suddenly we were cold. Clouds shrouded the sun, and in the west 
dark mists boiled, a bitter wind swept over the crags. This was storm 
warning once again. Hastily we scrambled down the north wall to the 
Eitvos Saddle, hastily we ascended the southern rocks of Croda da 
Lago. No time to lose. We signed in the summit register and started 
full speed down the Sinigaglia Route. Half way, we were caught in 
a driving snowstorm. But since we were familiar with the way, the 
storm did not delay us, and soon we were in the shelter of the 
Palmieri Hut, wolfing bacon and eggs and red wine. How triumphant 
we felt - Via Haupt is seldom done, and•to us it had been the best of 
them all. 

"I shall climb that often again," declared Celso. 
Then there was Campanile Rosa, just north of Ponte Fiammes 

Campground. This is a dizzy spire with a succession of interesting 
chimneys (these are dangerous when wet), a very exposed wall, a 
summit just big enough for two, and three extremely long rappels in 
descent. 

Just east of Falzarego Pass, the Spigolo Sud (south ridge) of 
Sasso di Stria was an interesting "first" for Celso and me. There 
was some loose rock, but the climbing was varied, and the last thirty 
feet, if you take the wall and avoid the easy couloir to the right, is 
good fun! From the summit there was a lovely view of rolling alp-
lands, tiny blue lakelets and the savage north walls of Civetta and 
Monte PeImo, while far in the blue distance loomed the Pale di San 
Martino. 

Also north of Falzarego pass stands seldom ascended Torre 
Lagazuoi, stark red and gold above ForceIla Travananzes. We 
climbed the Via Constantini up the south buttress. This is short but 
very amusing, with one of the narrowest jam cracks I have ever seen. 
Again, from the summit there was an inspiring view of the flame-like  

spires of the Croda Range and of the grim north face of Tofana di 
Roces. Far below, deep-cut Val Travananzes with its smooth, glacier 
worn slabs, its forests of fir and larch, slept undisturbed in summer 
sun. 

The descent of Lagazuoi was on the east face through a complicat-
ed series of gulleys of rotten rock. Again I marvelled at Celso's 
instinct to route finding. He had never been on this mountain, yet he 
directed me down as if he were climbing on Kleine Zinne which he 
has done almost three hundred times. The last pitch was a long 
rappel over an overhang, bringing us into a ruined fort, a sad, bat-
tered reminder of fierce fighting which raged in the Dolomites during 
World War One. Return to Falzarego Pass was through fields of 
endless color and variety, contrasting exquisitely with gaunt, eroded 
crags, with barren sun baked shale slopes above. 

In the region around Lake Misurina, Torre Wundt is now the 
"fashionable" peak. The approach to the tower was entrancing 
through flowery glades in the shadow of an amphitheatre of jagged 
spires, and the climb by the Via Mazzarana del Torso was this time 
for ME "just difficult enough to be interesting". As we emerged on 
the summit ridge we were in clouds; looking down we saw the eerie 
Spectre of the Brocken - our shadows ringed by a rainbow circle 
moving along below as we moved. 

East of Misurina, there are fine clifts on Popena Bassa. Via 
Mazzarana gave us an excellent morning's exercise on slabs and in 
cracks and chimneys when longer climbs would have been out of the 
question due to the dank, threatening day. There are many other 
routes here too, some of them as difficult as Five Superior. Popena 
stands in a gigantic rock garden of fantastic pinnacles; these would 
make effective settings for climbing photographs. 

The last climb of the season was Punta Erbing, haunt of chamois, 
in the Pomagagnon Range. Although the least difficult of the ascents 
described, and really "an easy day for a lady", it remains a poignant 
memory. I remember the long trudge over boulder slopes to the attaco 
in a drizzle. I remember wishing that Celso would turn back. And 
then I remember how much fun we had in the climbing, even though 
rain was pouring down. How I enjoyed our teamwork. I remember that 
on reaching the summit, rain ceased, and we sprawled lazily in a 
little flower patch. For us the sun shone bright and hot, while all 
around Cristallo, Monte Rosso and Sorapis were drenched in down-
pours. Far below lay wild, lonely val Padeon with its craggy glens. 
Happily, we sat for a long while, smoking and planning for the future. 

Then down over rough game trails, down from the heights, down 
into the larch forests of Pomagagnon which always seem like en-
chanted forests from a fairy tale, down into green meadows and 
sweetly scented hayfields, down past quaint, weathered Tyrolean 
chalets. And although I knew that this was "goodbye" to Cortina for 
this year, yet my heart danced, here in the midst of this well-loved 
"mountains of youth", the Dolomites. 
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"it is quite possible, even with so imperfect, 

colourless and limited a process as 

photography. • • • • " 

Fashion, which lays its ruthless 
hand on everything, has decreed that 
photography is a matter that must be 
taken up by everybody. Visitors to 
the mountains accordingly, not ex-
empt from the epidemic craze, pack 
up a camera to take with them. Se-
duced by specious advertisements, 
they rush out the day before starting 
on their tour, and purchase "the 
young photographer's complete out-
fit", and a little handbook on the 
subject, imagining that they then 
possess all that is needed to pro-
duce excellent pictures. 

With those who carry a camera 
purely as a plaything we have now 
no concern. As regards mountain 
photography, and photography under 
conditions of mountain travel, a few 
hints may not be out of place. 

The apparatus falls into one of 
two classes; the fixed, or camera 
fixed on the tripod stand, and the 
hand cameras, whose variety is 
infinite and whose popularity at the 
present moment is unbounded. In 
mountain photography the best re-
sults will be obtained with the fixed 
camera. Hand cameras are more port-
able, less troublesome to use, and 
better adapted for taking the "in-
stantaneous" views which are the 
fashion of the moment. But the best 
photographs of mountain scenes are 
taken on slow plates, and for these 
hand cameras are not suited. 

For mountain photography the cam-
era should be thoroughly well made 
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in all parts. The great variations of 
temperature will soon find out the 
weak points in apparatus made of 
unseasoned wood. The bellows 
should be made of stout leather. How-
ever great the fame of the maker, the 
camera should be carefully tested 
before starting, especially if it has 
been laid by for twelve months. If 
this precaution be taken the travel-
ler may dispense with carrying any 
developing apparatus on his journey. 

The late Mr. Donkin, who used al-
most invariably to carry his own 
apparatus, considered that the cam-
era that could conveniently be car-
ried in the mountains was one 
capable of taking a 71/2  x 5 inch 
plate. Mr. Donkin's outfit in the Alps 
consisted of a camera of this size, 

three lenses, three or four "double-
backs," the whole fitting into a 
canvas waterproof case. The com-
plete pack, exclusive of the legs, 
weighed about 15 lbs. A padlock on 
the strap of the case will prevent 

the curious from examining the 
slides to see how photographs are 
taken. If a larger machine is carried, 
it must either be entrusted to a 
specially strong porter or guide, or 
the apparatus be divided into two 
parcels, an arrangement that is never 
so convenient and makes the travel-
ler less independent, while adding 
considerably to the cost. 

The most useful lens for land-
scape work is undoubtedly the kind 
known as the rapid rectilinear or  

rapid symmetrical, of about nine inch-
es focal length. The iris diaphragm, 
an arrangement whereby the loose 
stops are done away with, is an im-
mense convenience, and in addition 
prevents dust from getting in be-
tween the combinations of the lens. 
A lens of some fifteen or sixteen 
inch focus is the best to add if a 
second is carried. The rapid rectili-
near can be converted into a long 
focus lens by unscrewing the back 
combination. This will of course 
give a much smaller field, but pic-
tures taken with it will give a much 
better idea of the height of the moun-
tains. 

Unless the camera is extremely 
well constructed and the slides fit 
in with great accuracy, many pic-
tures will be spoilt by the reflected 
rays, when taken on snow. To ob-
viate this the focussing cloth should 
be made in the form of a tube so as 
to completely encircle the body of 
the camera; loops or strings are re-
quired to secure it in case of wind. 
An excellent and simple form of 
level is a plumb-line made of wire 
fixed to the side of the camera. 
Knapsack-straps are usually provid-
ed with the canvas case, and the 
legs of the camera can be strapped 
either upon or below this. The four-
fold legs will be found to get much 
less in the way when climbing than 
the longer form usually sold. A hard 
camera case is an awkward pack to 
carry, and a convenient plan is to 
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This article appeared in the "Mountaineering" book of 

"The Badminton Library of Sports and Pastimes" 

which was published in England in 1892. 

Obviously, great strides have been made in the field of mountain 

photography in the last 65 years. 

stow the whole apparatus in a 
"Rucksack 

The weight of glass plates is un-
doubtedly a very serious drawback 
to their use. A box of twelve 71/2  by 
5 plates weighs 3 lbs. 5 oz. and a 
store of six or eight dozen plates 
constitutes a rather formidable 
package, and one that cannot be 
transported without some expense. 
Further, the necessity of constantly 
changing the plates costs time. The 
recent invention of films does away 
with most of this trouble. The films 
may be either purchased cut up to 
the required size and used in the 
ordinary double-backs, or purchased 
in spools, each giving twenty-four, 
forty-eight or more exposures. The 
latter arrangement necessitates the 
use of a "roll-holder", but enables 
the photographer to dispense with 
slides. The convenience of these 
films has made them extremely popu-
lar. The difference in weight is very 
great. Taking the 7'/ by 5 size 
again, material sufficient for 192 
exposures on thin films can be car-
ried with a roll-holder, and weighs 
about the same as a single box of 
twelve glass plates. The result, as 
might have been expected, has been 
an enormous over-production of bad 
photographs. 

Probably all photographers of ex-
perience would agree that there is 
no thin film at present in the market 
which yields results equal to those 
that can be obtained on glass plates,  

though the films on celluloid, thir-
teen of which weigh about as much 
as one glass plate, can be thorough-
ly relied upon. These films are 
slightly more expensive than plates. 
A roll of films is necessarily of uni-
form sensitiveness throughout. 

For landscape views in the Alps, 
for rendering the tones and shadows 
of snow and glacier as well as for 
giving the modelling of peaks and 
valleys, a moderately slow plate will 
yield the best results; the very slow 
plates are harsh in gradation and 
give chalky pictures. Errors of ex-
posure are less likely to occur when 
the calculations have not to be made 
in fractions of a second. 

To take six or eight photographs 
in a day, to take them with every 
precaution, giving thought to the ex-
posure and to all other details, is 
quite sufficient for the man who 
aims at doing his best, and at quali-
ty, rather than quantity. 

Some of the advantages of hand 
cameras have been already stated, 
and it must be admitted that, if good 
photographs cannot always be ob-
tained with these instruments, pic-
torial impressions on many subjects 
can be secured which the man with a 
fixed camera has no time even to 
attempt. Bear in mind that the more 
complicated the apparatus is, the 
more it is liable to get out of order. 

The wise man who includes in his 
stores a pair of small pliers, a file 
and a bit of soft wire, can generally  

repair any defect or damage due to 
accident. An arrangement that al-
lows for time exposures as well as 
for instantaneous is often supplied. 
Pictures taken however with the 
camera held in the hand where an 
exposure of, say, a second is given, 
will never be satisfactory. A level 
is quite as necessary on a hand 
camera as on one that is fixed. 

The term "instantaneous” has 
been used already rather in the 
sense in which beginners understand 
it. They imagine that the rapid films 
or plates have far greater capacity 
than they really possess, and that 
precisely the same snap exposure 

To next page, please 



will do for a view over a glacier or 
snow-fields in brilliant sunlight at 
twelve o'clock in June, as for a 
valley scene in shadow at four 
o'clock in the afternoon in Septem-
ber. The difference of exposure re-
quired is really enormous. A purely 
snow view, for instance, may require 

an exposure of a second and a half; 

with the same lens and stop, and at 
the same hour of the day, a land-
scape with much dark foliage in the 
foreground or middle distance would 
require over thirty seconds. 

Ingenious contrivances are made, 
folding up into a small compass, 
which enables the photographer 

practically to carry about a little 
dark room and render him indepen-

dent of elaborate arrangements for 
excluding all light in his bedroom or 
waiting till the dead of night before 

he can change his plates. A large 

bag of Turkey red twill made so as 
to tie round the body just below the 
armpits answers well enough for 

changing slow plates if the process 
is got through expeditiously; quick 
plates are very apt to suffer. A 

makeshift red lamp can be made out 
of an ordinary hock bottle of which 
the bottom has been knocked out. 

Most photographers when on their 
travels are content to develop a 
plate or two from time to time to 

make sure that the camera is all in 

good order. In modern Alpine hotels 

facilities for complete development 

can be found. 

Alpine photography is probably as 

difficult a branch to succeed in as 

can be found, and the man who aims 
at attaining really good pictures, or,  

at any rate, up to the standard which 

he is able to secure at home, must 
not be disappointed if he has to 
throw away the whole of two Or 

three seasons' work before he ob-
tains a negative that really satisfies 
him. There is no doubt, however, 
that photography in the mountains 
can yield results as good as any 

that the limited nature of the pro-
cess is capable of producing. 

It is quite possible, even with so 
imperfect, colourless and limited a 
process as photography, to obtain 

pictures which show an artistic ap-
preciation of the scenery. 

Far too many photographs are tak-
en merely, as it were, to exhibit the 

qualities of the lens. There is al-
most a craze for giving the sharpest 
possible definition to the greatest 
amount of detail that can be got in. 

If the detail is so over-accentuated 
it is made the most important feature 
of the picture, and anyone looking at 

the print will miss entirely the gen-
eral effect and concentrate his at-
tention merely on the definition. He 
may be able to count almost every 
stone in a mass of screes, and get 
no idea at all of the picture really 
presented in the photograph. 

Enlargement of photographs is now 
no longer a very troublesome or cost-

ly process. There can be no doubt 
that an enlarged photograph very 

often looks much better than a small 
one, and gives a much better idea of 

the scale. This is frequently due to 

the fact that the observer looks at 
the enlargement from a so to speak 
unfair point of view. In looking at 

any photograph, the paper ought to  

be held at a distance equal to the 
focal length of the lens with which 
it was taken. If enlarged, that dis-
tance must be proportionately in-
creased; but it is often found that 
an enlargement looks much better 
when viewed from a point within the 

proper range, which is tantamount to 
saying that the photograph looks its 

best when the definition is less 
acute and hard than represented in 
the original view. It must not be 
supposed that every view will stand 
enlargement. Photographs taken with 
a very small stop on a clear day 
with pretty hard contrasts and a fair 
amount of detail will enlarge well 
enough, and will gain by the pro-
cess. Photographs of cloud subjects 
will not usually bear much enlarge-

ment, nor will photographs taken 
with hand cameras, save in excep-
tional instances. If the view has 
been taken on a quick plate and 

with a large aperture to the lens, the 
effect of enlargement is to give but 
a thin, blurred and weak picture. An 
idea that seems generally prevalent, 

that a small hand camera does not 
require a well-made lens just as 
much as a larger machine, is ac-

countable for many of the failures 
seen in enlargements from these lit-
tle pictures. 

The winter time is an admirable 
season for the mountain photograph-
er. The days are indeed short, but 
the light is excellent during the 

hours that the sun is above the 
horizon. The harsh contrasts are 

softened down, shadows everywhere 
abound as the sun is so low in its 
zenith, and the uniformity of tone 
renders the taking of successful pic-
tures in the winter far more easy 
than in the ordinary holiday months. 

Yet this is too often the time at 
which the camera is packed up and 
stowed away. One caution may be 
given to those who take up winter 
photography for the first time. The 
exposure is six to eight times as 
long as in the summer months, and 
unless this is borne in mind the be-
ginner will probably find that the 

whole of his views will be hope-
lessly under-exposed. 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

ACItlariMIL,Colk  

for illustrated 
brochure, please write: 

A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 
P.O. BOX 3453 
GRAND CENTRAL STATION 
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 
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summit guide 
MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

(Including Sleeping Bags, Air Mattress-

es, Tents, Packs, Rope, Pitons, Moun-

taineering Clothing, etc.) 

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, Madison Ave. ,& 
45th St., New York 17, N.Y. 

ASA C. OSBORN CO., 16 Kingston Street, 
Boston 11, Mass. 

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, 69 Great Queen St., 
Kingsway, London, W.C.2, England. 

CAMP & TRAIL OUTFITTERS, Dept. W, 112 
Chambers St., New York 7, N.Y. 

CORCORAN, INC., Stoughton, Mass. 
GERRY, Ward, Colorado. 
HOLUBAR, 1215 Grandview Ave., Boulder, 

Colorado. 
IMPERIAL COMPANY, 131 State St., Boston, 

Mass. 
L.L. BEAN, INC., 100 Main St., Freeport, 

Maine. 
LE TRAPPEUR, INC., 438 Stuart St., Boston, 

Mass. 

MORSAN TENTS, 10-21 50th Ave., Long 
Island City, N.Y. 

RECREATIO.LAL EQUIPMENT, INC., 523 
Pike St., Seattle 1, Wash. 

ROOS BROS., Market, Stockton & O'Farrell 
Sts., San Francisco, Calif. 

THE DARTMOUTH CO-OP, Hanover, N.H. 
THE SKI HUT, 1615 University Ave., Berk-

eley 3, Calif. 

THE SMILIE COMPANY, 536 Mission St., 
San Francisco 5, Calif. 

THOMAS BLACK & SONS, LTD., Scottish 
Industrial Estate, Port Glasgow,Scotland. 

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS 

Send for index and price list of region you 
want, such as Washington, Colorado or Alas-
ka, to: 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, 
25, D.C. or 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Denver Fed-
eral Center, Denver 15, Colo. 

CANOES 

METAL BOAT CO., 4586 South St., Marathon, 

N.Y. 

FOLDBOATS 

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, 69 Great Queen St., 
King sway, London, W.C.2, England. 

FOLDCRAFT KAYAK CO., Phoenixville, Pa. 

ROLF GODON BANTON CORP., 24 Cali- 
fornia St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 

THE SKI HUT, 1615 University Ave., Berk-
eley, Calif. 

FOOD 

DRILITE FOODS, 8714 Santa Fe Ave., South 
Gate, Calif. 

HIKING & CLIMBING BOOTS 

PETER LIMMER & SONS, Intervale, New 
Hampshire. (Made to order.) 

LEATHER GOODS 

HERB & J AN CONN, Custer, South Dakota. 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS 

APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB, 5 Joy 
St., Boston 8, Mass. 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP, 550 So. Figueroa 
St., Los Angeles 17, Calif. 

LEROY D. CROSS, 103 Sills Hall, Bruns-
Wick, Maine. 

POTOMAC APPALACHIAN TRAIL CLUB, 
1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington 

6, D.C. 
SIERRA CLUB, 1050 Mills Tower, 220 Bush 

St., San Francisco 4, Calif. 

THE SHOREY BOOK STORE, 815 3rd Ave., 
Seattle 4, Wash. 

THOMAS J. GASTON, 27 Chancery Lane, 
London W.C.2, England. 

Mountaineering books also carried by GER-
RY, HOLUBAR, RECREATIONAL, THE 
SKI HUT, THOMAS BLACK & SONS. 

MOUNTAIN PAINTINGS 

BEMCO, Box 105, Sun Valley, Idaho. (Made 
from your color slides.) 

PACKS 

KELTY MFG. CO., P.O. Box 3453, Grand 
Central Station, Glendale, Calif. 

ENGINEERED SPECIALTIES CO., 1017 S. 
Eucalyptus Ave., Inglewood 1, Calif. 

DAVIS PACK, 1150 No. 205th St., Seattle 33, 
Washington. 

SLEEPING BAGS 

EDDIE BAUER, Dept. 7, Seattle 4, Wash. 



Heavy slogging out the Ingalls Creek trail, sinking about a foot 
deep in fresh snow. Stetson "umbrella" worn by Uber is very handy 
in a rain or snow storm, since then the drip can't run down his neck. 

Photo by Gene Prater. 

A STRENUOUS DAY ON SNOWSHOES 
Continued from page nine 

area, and the other as a windbreak 
on one side. This was the first time 
I had used one, and I enjoyed watch-
ing the drops of water on the top 
when the fire melted the snow that 
fell. 

The fifth day we moved enough 
food up to the base of Mt. Stuart to 
last until the end of the week. On 
our return to camp, the intermittent 
snowstorm which had piled up eight 
to ten inches of fresh snow became 
a determined thing, and it snowed 
the rest of that day and all night, as 
hard as I have ever seen snow fall. 

We put a large piece of aluminum 
foil on the stick over the fire to 
shield it from the deluge of melt-
water on the tarp, which was pouring 
through several holes caused by hot 
embers. About the time we crawled 
into bed, the trees became "satur-
ated" with snow. They were loaded 
so they would take no more, and 
huge gobs cascaded off all night, 
landing on the snow with dull thuds. 

Fortunately, our tent was close 
under a huge fir which shielded us 
from any direct hits, but the tent 
was half-buried in the morning. The 
tarps were ripped from the supports, 
and two feet of fresh, heavy, moist 
snow was on the ground when we got 
up in the morning. 

We immediately packed up and left 
after a heavy breakfast. This proved 
to be the most strenuous day of our 
trip -- nine miles with 35- pound 
packs, sinking a foot each step, 
and each snowshoe piled high with 
snow. Our muscles had hardened in 
enough so we could break trail twice 
as far at a time as when we came 
in. It's a thrill to be able to do man-
killing work such as this, hour after 
hour, and still feel strong! 

Many of our objectives remain un-
attained, and we found it to be plen-
ty of work to camp in a tent in a 
heavy snowstorm. We had plenty of 
time to sit around the campfire, but 
this time was spent with nostrils 
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and eyes full of smoke and the 
aroma of steaming shoe leather, as 
we labored hopelessly trying to dry 
our shoes. We should have worn 
rubber footgear. 

The ordinary tasks performed ap-
parently effortlessly by wives at 
home, now took a great deal of time 
and effort -- 50 feet to water, an 
hour a day to gather firewood, and  

meals to prepare. It has always been 
like this, and I'll forget before the 
next trip how much time and effort 
goes into living out in the winter 
Cascades. But we each feel that we 
came back twice the men we were 
when we started. And there's a lot 
of fresh spirit that goes with those 
new muscles, too. I, for one, really 
lived those seven days on the snow. 



Whether you're a 

Valley-Pounder 

or a 

Summit Climber 

you'll enjoy 

"going light" 

with 

DRILITE FOODS 

Especially prepared for the backpacker 
in two, four, six and eight-serving sizes 
and sealed in tough, lightweight plastic 
bags. You'll eat heartily with only one 

lb. of Drilite Foods per day per person. 
Delicious, too, and easy to prepare! 

Write for price list: 

DriLite Foods 
8714 Santa Fe Avenue 
South Gate, California 

S•111:7-1VI1VICIPT register 
by muir dawson 

The long awaited fourth volume of 
"The Mountain World" has just ap-
peared with the designation 1956-
1957, and is easily the best of the 
series yet issued. The editors do 
not fully explain the reason for the 
delay but they do state that the ex-
pectation is to continue in the future 
with a volume each year. 

This volume, as well as the other 
three which have appeared in Eng-
lish, is important for reporting the 
most outstanding expeditions for the 
period covered. In the case of this 
volume, which includes 1955 and 
1956, there is found reports on the 
first ascents of Makalu, Kanchen-
junga and University Peak in Alaska 
in 1955, and the first ascent of 
Lhotse and the second and third as-
cents of Everest in 1956. 

The most outstanding feature of 
this volume is the 25 pages by Brad-
ford Washburn on Mount McKinley 
illustrated with eight double page 
photographs showing the mountain 
from every side. It is in effect a 
guide to Mount McKinley - giving 
descriptions of its geology, weather, 
climbing history, routes, approaches, 
transportation, communications, 
e'quipment needed and an evaluation 
of the future. 

A one-page map of the summit area 
of Mount McKinley, a section of a 
projected map fourteen times greater 
in area, is a marvel of modern map-
ping technique. It is so graphic and 
three demensional in effect that no 
one would have difficulty in reading 
it. As termed by the editor, the map 
is "a model for future mountain cart-
ography, since with accurate three 
dimensional mensuration, it also 
preserves the characteristics of the 
landscape, and thus conveys a nat-
ural impression such as cannot be 
achieved by conventional methods." 

The editors make an interesting 
definition of mountaineering that 
will have some influence on future 
issues. "....we must also point out 
the distinction between mountain-
eering as the most highly developed 
form of wandering and mountaineer-
ing as the overcoming of difficulties 
for the sake of the achievement it-
self." It is pointed out that whereas 
the latter - mountaineering as a 
sport - remains the preserve of the 
few, the classic form of mountaineer-
ing suffers in the Alps increasingly 
from overcrowding. For this reason, 
the editors will include more arti-
cles on the history of climbing and 
its grand traditions so that the pres-
ent generation may become acquaint-
ed with the rules of the game. 

The scientific activities of the 
sponsoring organization of The 
Mountain World", the Swiss Foun-
dation for Alpine Research, is re-
flected in an excellent article on 
recent studies of glaciers in the 
Alps and Greenland. Another article 
by Arnold Heim describes the tra-
versing and scientific investigation 
of the Virungas volcanoes in the 
Belgian Congo. 

As more of these volumes appear - 
the series takes on added impor-
tance as a source of ready informa-
tion on mountaineering activity, a 
record of scientific and theoretical 
investigations concerning mountains 
and an enjoyable reading for general 
readers. (Published in the United 
States by Harper and Brothers, New 
York. $6.00) 

In reading many of the new books 
published on mountaineering there 
are often pleasant surprises when 
something comes out that is really 
well done. Perhaps the surprise is 
only for those like this reviewer who 
has not previously heard of George  

Alan Smith, the author of "Introduc-
tion to Mountaineering."(A.S.Barnes 
8z Co., New York, 1957. $3.75) 

The author must be a wise and 
experienced mountaineer for he has 
produced a book that is just right for 
the person who has the urge to climb 
but as yet, no knowledge. The book 
does not have the appearance or the 
intent of being a handbook on moun-
taineering, yet the well considered 
essential information and illustra-
tions provide a person with much 
instruction and advice that will be 
needed. There are many controvers-
ial points such as belay stances, 
choice of clothing and equipment on 
which the author gives differing 
views in a way that will find accep-
tance even among critical experts. 
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MORNING: Morning light throws one side of the ridge into bold relief while 
night still darkens the opposite side, emphasizing the route the climbers are to 
follow up Montgonzery Peak (13,465 ft.), in the White Mountains of central east-
ern California, the highest desert range in the United States. Taken with a 
Voightlander Brilliant (reflex type) Camera; Plus X film; F 8 at 1/25 sec. (no 
tripod was carried to this 13,000-foot saddle); red filter. 

EVENING: Radiations from the setting sun lend glamour to an otherwise 
ordinary desert scene. Note what the people, anonymous though they are, do for 
the/ picture. Taken with a Voightlander Brilliant; Plus X film; F 8 at 1/50 sec.; 
red filter. 

mountain 
camera 

shots 
Black and white photographs taken 

in the desert mountains can be 'very 
disappointing because of the flat 
lighting and general monotonous tone 
one encounters there so much of the 
time. 

Mary DeDecker illustrates with 
these two prints, one way to attack 
this problem. "Watch for interesting 
light effects in the early morning 
and late afternoon," she says. "And 
stow your camera during the middle 
of the day." 

MARY DE DECKER lives at Inde-
pendence, California, between two 
mountain ranges, the Sierra Nevada 
and the Inyos. With her husband, 
Paul, and their two daughters, she 
has backpacked extensively in her 
home mountains. As if cooking out of 
a knapsack and watching for photo-
graphic possibilities were not 
enough, she also busies herself 
gathering data on mountain plants 
and identifying them. 

MOUNTAIN PHOTOGRAPHERS 
PLEASE NOTE: 

Have you, among your mountain photo-
graphs, a series of black and white 
prints you would care to submit as ex-
amples of your work, along with data on 
how they were taken? .  We will publish 
the best such series we receive in the 
next few issues. Prints must be 8 x 10, 
glossy, with the following data for each 
print: 

I. Title of the picture. 
What camera did you use.? 
What film.? 
What opening? 
What shutter speed? 
Filter, if any? 
What was there about this scene that 
attracted you to shoot it? 
How many exposures did you make? 
Any other pertinent or interesting 

data? 
Don't forget to include your name and 

address, PLAINLY WRITTEN. Mail to: 
CAMERA, 7. Louise Werner, 142 Pala-
tine Dr., Alhambra, California. If you 
wish the prints returned to you, include 
return postage. 
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Dear Sir: 
 I enjoy your magazine and think 

that it has great possibilities. However, 
I do think that Summit would meet with 
greater success if it were confined to 
climbing and mountaineering articles. I 
believe that articles on methods and 
techniques of camping, backpacking, 
etc., although informative, have more of 
place in camping books or general out-
door magazines, of which there are al-
ready many. However, there are as many 
opinions as there are people. 

Sincerely, 
Charles Estep Murley 
Boulder, Colorado 

Dear Editor: 

 Concerning Summit, I think it is a 
very interesting and worthwhile publi-
cation. I do not think, as someone sug-
gested, that it should concern itself 
only with mountain-climbing techniques. 
There are many people who like to read 
anything about mountains and who would 
be bored if all they got was how many 
pitons to put in in a given situation. It 
is quite like the Saturday Review. A 
contributor (of a letter, that is) was 
sorry it did not concern itself solely 
with literature as it did when it was the 
Saturday Review of Literature. I sub-
scribe to it, as no doubt many people 
do, mostly because of its various other 
cultural interests, such as music, re-
cordings, art, current scientific prob-
lems, etc. Also, it is a good policy for 

magazine survival .... 
Lillian R. Hunter 
Oak Park, Illinois 

Summit Magazine: 

Enclosed find my renewal for 3 years. 
Congratulations on signing Weldon Heald 
to your staff. With Heald and Louise 
Werner you have two of the best writers 
in the field. 

Please refrain from such articles as 
that by Lumen Rae, in your May issue. 
To any true mountaineer such a story 
about America's highest mountain is 
sickening. If anything, you should carry 
stories impressing upon people the im-
portance of being in condition before 
they wander so far away from their cars. 

Paul Estes 
Burbank, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 

In the March issue Muir Dawson ex-
plained the various requirements in 
connection with sponsoring mountaineer-
ing lectures. The Iowa Mountaineers 
since its founding in 1940 have annually 
presented some 16 to 26 Adventure Film 
Lectures each year. Included in the 
series have been most of the famous 
mountaineers available with films. 

We recall with great pleasure the fine 
illustrated lectures presented by such 
well known climbers and arctic explor-
ers as: Father Hubbard, Bradford Wash-
burn, Maynard Miller, Paul Petzoldt, 
Finne Ronne, Donald B. MacMillan, Paul 
Victor, Fritz Wiessner, Ray Garner, Fred 
Beckey, Bill Dunaway, John jay, Jurg 
Marmet and Gaston Rebuffat. 

Iowa is a lonesome state for the moun-
taineer during the winter months. Usual-
ly, we have too little snow for skiing 
yet the weather is too uncertain to per-
mit distant trips to better climbing and 
skiing areas. We have found that a 
series of film-lectures during the winter 
months is an ideal way to maintain our 
contact with mountaineers and a moun-
tain environment. Indeed fortunate are 
those of you who live in the mountains. 

Muir Dawson mentioned that if the 
film-lecture admission charge is 90¢ or 
less it is exempt from Federal tax. We 
have been paying a 10% tax on all ad-
missions over 500. I would appreciate a 
clarification of this point with possibly 
a reference to the legAl phrase in ques-
tion. Our adult admission charge is 80¢ 
and we pay a little over 7¢ tax on each 
sale. 

John Ebert 
Iowa City, Iowa 

(Ed. Note: Quarterly Federal Tax Return 
Form 720 (Revised July, 1956) states 
admission charges of 90(t or less (50q 
before September I, 1956), except for 
horse or dog races, are exempt from 
Federal tax.) 

Gentlemen: 

The first issue of Summit Magazine I 
received was the December issue and 
the article "Snow Peaks of the Adiron-

dacks" was of special interest since 
Massena is about two hours driving time 
from Heart Lake. It was also interesting 
to see the picture of Mt. LeConte, one  

of the few mountains I've been fortunate 
enough to climb---or I guess I better say 
hike! 

I enjoy reading Summit and I'm glad to 
see that there is a publication for those 
who "love the mountains". 

Frederick P. Witte 
Massena, New York 

Dear Editor: 

 Congratulations on securing Weldon 

Heald as Editor -at-Large .... 
Jim Fairchild 
Riverside, Calif. 

Dear Sirs: 

Congrats on your excellent magazine. 
The article by Ruth Mendenhall on food 
for backpackers was especially good. 
"Tricks of the trade" can be dissemmi-
nated from one section of the country to 
another by the use of your magazine, 
and I can foresee an excellent future 
for the magazine. 

A couple of ideas that might be of 
interest in the way of food are: 

Breakfasts: 
Grapenuts are the only thing for early 

morning breakfasts before a climb. By 
pre-packing the following concoction in 
small plastic bags, all one has to do is 
add water, either hot or cold and eat. 

Grapenuts -- 3 oz. 
Powdered milk -- 3/4 oz. 
Brown sugar -- 1 oz. 
The amounts above make a large cup 

full and can be prepared and eaten while 
still in the sleeping bag. (A real help 
on those cold mornings.) 

Lunches: 
"Squirrel Food" as it was shown to 

me, consisted of a mixture of raisins, 
chocolate chips and peanuts (salted 
best). By mixing all three together in a 
plastic bag you have a handy sack to 
dip into during rest stops and to top off 
the lunch. The mix can be varied to suit 
individual tastes, and the length of the 
trip determines the size of the sack. 

Drinks: 
Nothing tastes as good as hot cocoa 

on a cold day, either before or after the 
climb. A beefed up cocoa called "Sherpa 
Grog" can be made as follows: 

One part instant cocoa (Nestle's) 
One part powdered milk 
One-half part sugar. 
Six heaping spoonfuls in a cup of hot 

water makes a drink that really hits the 
spot and supplies nourishment that will 
perk up the most tired climber. 

Everett Lasher, Jr. 
Seattle, Washington 
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How to Prepare "Gorp" 
Continued from page seven 

weather. The Spanish peanut, that .30-caliber rifle ball with the skin 
still on it, is quite undesirable. The skins come off and mess up the 
whole mixture, they are much too heavily salted, and their taste soon 
becomes objectionable to a toiling climber. i have never seen their 
use repeated by anyone. 

CHOCOLATE, semi-sweet - the best brand is Nestle's, which is 
sold in the familiar yellow cellophane bag as chocolate bits. This 
chocolate gives the mixture a good deal of sugar, but it does not 
have the nauseating quality that sweetened chocolate has upon a man 
who is exerting himself. 

RAISINS - everyone appreciates the value of raisins as a source of 
energy. In cold weather, they are one of the most flavorful ingredients 
of the whole mixture and are considered essential to every good gorp 

recipe. 
APRICOTS - apricots have many of the fine qualities of raisins; 

they are also notably high in iron. Many people overload their gorp 
mixtures with apricots because they like the flavor. Personally, i 
become wincied from head to foot whenever i eat one, but they offer 
variety from the smaller pieces in the mixture, and are tougher. Be-
cause of this, they offer extra recreation in the form of chewing. In 
the event of injury to a member of the party, dried apricots may be 
chewed to help ease the pain, much as were rifle balls during the 
Civil War. As a concession to economy, many gorpositors use dried 
peaches, which are a good deal cheaper, but seem to lack the terrific 
concentration of apricots. 

PRUNES - dried prunes are fine, but it must be remembered that 
they have pits which are very likely to crack the teeth, if bitten down 
upon with too much force. 

DATES - these are optional; they are very tasty and add much to 
the mixture. But they, too, have pits and are very likely to be too 
expensive for the average mountaineer's pocket. 

CHEESE - the choice of the proper type of cheese is a very diffi-
cult one. If it is too strong, it will flavor the rest of the mixture and 
render it a nauseous mess; if it is too bland, it will arouse the ire of 
the gourmets in the party. Many gorpositors place the cheese in in-
dividual bags, separate from the rest of the mixture, which is a safe 
way of weaseling out of the situation. If it is to be included in the 
bag with the other ingredients, it should be diced to cubes of about 
half an inch in size. 

M&M's - this is a popular little candy which adds as gay a touch of 
color to the mixture as it does flavor. The leader should, however, 
keep an eye out for the inexperienced climber who will poke through 
his gorp bag looking for these tasty tidbits and neglecting the other, 
more nutritious articles. This person is liable to collapse on the 
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trail or, worse yet, begin to whine and plead when he has run out of 
M&M's, attempting to exchange, for instance, six chocolate bits or 
twenty raisins for one M&M. This weakling can have a very demora-
lizing effect upon the whole party. 

WHEAT THINS - another brand name. This is a tasty cracker which 
possesses two amazing characteristics. First, no matter what the 
temperature at which it is eaten, it always tastes warm. Second, it 
has a fantastic ability to resist the crushing forces to which the 
average gorp bag is every day subjected. It can be seen that this is 
also an ideal cracker for a bedtime snack. 

And that, essentially, is gorp. There is, obviously, much room for 
individual expression of taste in its composition, although i have 
noticed that whenever any rebellious gorpositor has seen fit to elimi-
nate more than one or two of its components, or add any unauthorized 
articles, the result has been literally sickening. There is little room 
for self-indulgence on a mountain. 

Gorp should be prepared at least a week in advance of its proposed 
date of use. This gives the individual ingredients sufficient time to 
get used to each other, and, when the mixture is finally eaten, it will 
be found that there exists marvelous harmony between them. 

The amount of gorp needed should be computed as exactly as pos-
sible, figuring in emergency portions. Usually, only a few ounces are 
enough for a climber for one day; too much will make him sluggish, or 
may even nauseate him. Figure approximately one double handful per 
man per day. 

A large washtub or baby bassinet will serve as a mixing bowl. The 
gorpositor should take care to "get his hands into the pudding", as 
the saying goes. He should mix and toss the ingredients until they 
are as evenly mixed as possible. Then he can divide it up by halving 
it and subsequently halving each dividend, until he has the required 
number of portions. These portions are poured into plastic freezer 
bags and sealed. The gorp is then stacked in a cool room for two 
days to "get used to itself". After two days, it is placed in a freezer 
or cold locker until it is taken out for use on the trip. (One word of 
caution here: it is not an uncommon thing for the gorp to be quite 
forgotten and left behind when it is hidden in the freezer this way; 
make a note of checking it as the trip leaves its base of operations.) 
The gorp should at no time between its composition and consumption 
be allowed to reach a temperature of over seventy-five degrees. 

If you have not yet tried gorp, i urge you to do so. However, do not 
attempt it in warm weather; you will have nothing but a bagful of 
glue-cose, if i may be pardoned the pun. Given half a chance, this 
jolly mixture will win your heart and transform you into an apostle of 
good nutrition, or, as we call them these days, a good gorpostle. 



Know Your Wildlife ,series no. 1 
CHIPMUNK 

The little striped chipmunk is a dainty, frisky squirrel like rodent. Its outstanding characteristic 
is the striped back, consisting of five dark and four light stripes extending from the shoulders to the base of the tail. In chipmunks, the 
head is striped as well as the body, while in ground squirrels only the body is striped. He has a slender body and a flat 
tail which is less than half the total length of the animal. The belly is whitish and the ears are narrow and erect. 
Seeds, buds, fruits and insects form their chief articles of diet, but 
bird eggs are considered a delicacy. Chipmunks, being good climbers, ascend trees readily and 
have been watched as they actually raided bird nests. 
The breeding season starts a few weeks after the chipmunks come out of hibernation, and then they begin building 
their nests. These nests, in which the young are born, are often located in cracks between rocks or in old woodpecker holes or other tree 
cavities. Usually they are lined with fine strips of bark or plant stems which have been cut into shreds by the chipmunks. 
Chipmunks can frequently be seen harvesting grass seed which they 
strip and gather with their front paws. Some of these seeds are eaten immediately; others 
are deftly stowed in the cheek pouches inside the mouth. These cheek pouches, which serve as pockets, are 
exceedingly helpful in aiding these animals to gather, transport, and store their reserve food supply of seed. 
The average chipmunk family consists of the parents and four young. A relatively high rate of reproduction is necessary to maintain 
their numbers, because these rodents are preyed upon by weasels, hawks, pine martens 
and other enemies. 




